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Slide Activity Notes/Materials 

 

 

(Slide 1) Title Slide  
Module 5. Grades 3-5.  Decisions: Next Steps 
Before you begin this module, provide an opportunity for participants to share their 
“homework” – the error analysis or rubric that they used since the last session – with a 
partner.  Then ask them to post their sample during the first break.   
 
Note to Leaders: There is more in these leaders notes than you will have time to share 
during the 2-hour module. Please do not read them word-for-word to your participants. Plan 
and prepare your timing carefully. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 2) Overview of Formative Assessment  
This module’s focus is the decisions teachers make about next steps after they have learned 
about the needs of their students from various sources.  The next slide reviews these steps in 
the teaching-learning cycle.   
Remind participants that they will be taking notes in their journals (rather than on the 
printed slides).   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 3) Teaching-Learning Cycle  
Remind participants that this cycle reflects formative assessment as well as teaching and 
learning because these components of teaching and learning are the aspects of formative 
assessment that inform our instruction. 
 
Ask participants to summarize the content of the first four modules: 
Module 1: identifying clear learning targets 
Module 2: the importance of good tasks and questions to probe students thinking and guide 
planning,  
Module 3: the need for examining student work to learn about student thinking, 
conversations to identify misconceptions, and providing feedback that points students in 
productive directions.  
Module 4:  the importance of students being active participants in their own learning. 
 
This module focuses on the decisions teachers make about next steps based on all the other 
parts of this cycle: learning targets, responses to tasks and what they learn from them, 
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conversations with students, student self-assessments, and other sources.  
 

 

 

(Slide 4) Making Decisions: Next Steps  
Briefly go over the learning targets for this module.   
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 5) Making Decisions: Next Steps  
This module is about “where the rubber meets the road” so to speak – because it’s about 
what we teachers do next after we’ve done various kinds of assessments of what our 
children know and can do mathematically.  The task of teaching individuals within the 
context of the class as a whole can be a daunting one.   
 
The assessments we do should inform the decisions we make – that’s what formative 
assessment is.  This module will provide some strategies for accomplishing the task of 
teaching individuals and meeting their needs. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 6) Information About Students  
This slide lists some ways that we gather information about students’ knowledge and 
understanding of mathematical concepts and procedures, upon which the “next steps” 
depend.   
 
Briefly go over this list.  The first three bullets have been discussed in earlier modules.  We 
will look at pre-assessments later in this module.  
 
The following slides will deal with how the information teachers learn about student 
thinking from these sources can inform their “next steps.”  
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(Slide 7) Making Decisions: Next Steps  
Once information about student thinking has been gathered, the task for the teacher is how 
to meet the identified needs. This module is loosely built around these three ways that 
teachers may choose to take “next steps.”  Sometimes whole class instruction is needed.  
Often instruction needs to be differentiated in some way to meet the needs of children at 
different levels of mastery.  This instruction takes place within the context of the class as a 
whole.  In specific cases, interventions for individuals or small groups of children are 
necessary.  In this module, we look at such interventions as those that are necessary for 
children “at risk.”  All three of these “next steps” require careful planning for effective 
classroom organization and time management. 
 
Note to presenters:  While there is abundant research about differentiation and 
interventions, this module will not focus on definitions or the similarities and differences 
between the two approaches.  Instead, our goal is to learn ways to meet the identified 
instructional needs of students, whether to fill in learning gaps, solidify emerging 
understanding, or challenge students who have solid understanding and skills related to 
specific learning targets – regardless of the labels that might be put on those methods. In 
this module, we will explore using information gathered from student work, conversations 
with individuals, class discussions, and pre-assessments to meet instructional needs. 
Meeting student needs through whatever method requires careful planning, not only of 
instructional tasks, but also the organization of the classroom and the management of time. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 8) Three Stars and a Wish  
The purpose of this slide is to give participants a chance to reflect upon their current 
practice in using formative assessment, differentiated instruction and specific interventions 
with their students.   
 
Have participants make a list in their notes of 1) ways they are currently differentiating 
instruction and 2) interventions they currently use.  Then ask them to star the three ways 
they are using these things most effectively and then to write one wish for a way to use 
formative assessment, differentiation and/or interventions more effectively.  Tell them to 
take only about 5 minutes for this reflection.  We will come back to these lists at the end of 
the module.   
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(Slide 9) Research Suggests Strategies  
The first five points on this slide have been discussed in modules 1-4.  They are important 
characteristics of a classroom where student needs are being effectively met (i.e., 
differentiation and appropriate interventions are happening).  Give participants a few 
minutes to look back in their notes or journals and to talk to a neighbor at their table about 
what has been said before regarding focus, ongoing assessment strategies, expectations, 
learning targets, and self-assessment.   
 
Be sure these “fleshed out” points are made as tables discuss these ideas. 

• Keep the focus on concepts, emphasizing understanding and sense-making, not 
retention and regurgitation of fragmented facts.  

• Use ongoing assessments of readiness and interests, and pre-assess to find students 
needing more support and those who can leap forward. Then don’t assume all 
students need a certain task.  

• Teacher sees him/herself as a guide who helps students set goals based on readiness, 
interests, and learning profiles — and assesses based on growth and goal attainment.  

 

 

 

 

(Slide 10) Flexible Groups  
As we work to meet student needs, one major strategy will be to use flexible groupings.  
The focus of “flexible groupings” is the flexibility.  Groupings are not rigid, and can be 
based on a variety of criteria: 

• Responses to tasks (student work) 
• Readiness to learn (which can include prior knowledge and experiences with the 

concept and the ability to deal with the complexity of a task) 
• Performance (related to but not necessarily the same as “responses to tasks,” 

includes diligence in sticking to a task, taking risks in trying strategies to solve 
problems, and the like) 

• Interests (what will motivate students to be engaged in a task) 
• Choice (students or teachers choose the groupings based on various criteria, 

including learning profile; e.g. preference for working alone, with a partner, or with 
a small group; or preference for spatial/visual activities, kinesthetic activities, etc.) 

 
Be sure to make some of the points in this quote from Carol Ann Tomlinson, who coined 
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the term “differentiated instruction” and has written extensively about differentiation.  You 
may want to read the quote. 
"We know huge amounts about how individuals learn. Most of us have memories of being 
in places where we thought we were going to scream if someone repeated one more time 
something we'd understood seemingly forever — and places where we were about to 
explode with frustration because we simply could not grasp the ideas at the pace they were 
presented. We also all know what a difference it makes if we can work alone when we need 
space to think things through by ourselves, or work in a group when we need sounding 
boards.” 
 
If we know and respect these things about ourselves, she asks, don’t we owe the same to our 
students? 
The next slide looks at the many and varied types of groups teachers may utilize. 
 

 

 

(Slide 11) Types of Groups  
Make this point again strongly: Groupings are FLEXIBLE – not rigid – and may take many 
forms, depending on what the need is for the current task, topic, concept, etc.  Flexible 
groupings allow teachers to work with students with similar needs based not only on 
readiness or understanding, but also on learning styles or interests.   
 
They also allow students to see themselves in a variety of contexts and teachers to see 
students in different settings and with different kinds of work.  In thinking about flexible 
and effective groupings, it is important to think not just “how” you group students, but 
“when” you choose to group as well.  Various kinds of groupings will be modeled during 
this module and the next.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 12) Looking at Student Work  
Give this activity plenty of time for participants to carefully look at the work and consider 
what they know about these students.   
 
Give each table a set of the student papers, a “naked” numbers multiplication practice 
activity.  Have the participants look at the sample papers. Suggest that at tables of four, each 
participant look at the work of 3 children, or at tables of six, each participant look at the 

Student work: 
multiplication 
practice 
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work of 2 children, and then share the inferences they make about the mistakes with the rest 
of the table group.   
 
They should then discuss what decisions they might make and how they might group these 
children for further instruction.  Have the tables share with the large group.  (See the end of 
these notes for ideas about kinds of mistakes and some possible “next steps.”) 
 
During this conversation, be sure to bring up these points: 
When a teacher has looked at student work, including work as “ordinary” as a homework 
assignment or textbook page assignment, he/she may find various levels of understanding as 
shown in the previous student samples.  
Flexible groupings may be the necessary next step. The groupings for this concept may and 
often will be different from those needed for a different concept.  The focus of “flexible 
groupings” is the flexibility.  Groupings may include some work with an individual or with 
small groups, and can also effectively include working with the class as a whole.   
 
The following are notes about the kinds of mistakes these students made.  Use these ideas as 
needed to add to what the participants observe and infer.  
Student A.  All products are correct and efficient procedures were used.  This student will 
need more challenging ways of using her multiplication skills. 
 
Student B.  This student is not yet ready to use the more efficient algorithm, but chose to use 
the array model, which does show his understanding of the meaning of the multiplication 
process.  However, he chose to erase his work except for the final problem, so that we must 
infer what his mistake is in 28 x 59 – probably a fact mistake since the product of 1653 is 
only one more than the correct one of 1652.  This would make for a good class discussion 
of whether the product of any even number and an even or an odd number would ever be an 
odd number. Recognizing that multiplying by an even number always results in an even 
number would help students evaluate their solutions to such problems.  Note that the 
mistake that is evident from the array the student did not erase is 300 x 4 = 12,000 rather 
than 1200.  
  
Student C.  This student seems to have a pretty solid grasp of the multiplication algorithm.  
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The partial products are all correct. Her mistake was to multiply the 4 and 2 in the hundreds 
column of the partial products rather than to add them.  This kind of mistake would be a 
helpful one for the whole class to try to find. 
 
Student D.  This student’s mistakes do not show a lack of understanding of multiplication, 
but rather a need to pay more attention to the details.  All partial products are correct.  The 
mistakes are in adding incorrectly, perhaps misreading the numbers to be added, and 
possibly not seeing a regrouped one that should have been added in.  This student is also 
showing an unnecessary partial product of zeros – not a mistake, per se, but an inefficient 
step.  Showing these kinds of problems to the whole class would provide a good 
opportunity for the students to recognize these kinds of small, but nonetheless important, 
mistakes. 
 
Student E.  This student is making a variety of serious mistakes and likely needs some 
individual attention to see exactly what his thinking is. He seems to be “regrouping” a 4 
(from 7 x 60 in 57 x 64 and from 8 x 50 in 59 x 28) when there is not need to do so, then 
incorrectly adds it in when multiplying by the tens (6 x 5 = 30, 30 + 4 = 34; 2 x 5 – 10, 10 + 
4 = 14).  This are probably not problems you would want to debrief with the whole class. 
 
Student F.  This students seems to have multiplied the top number by the ones digit of the 
multiplier with no regrouping, and has made a number of fact mistakes in doing so.  For 
example, in 48 x 63, he seems to have incorrectly multiplied 3 x 8 as 21, recorded the 
answer with no regrouping, then multiplied 3 x 4 correctly as 12 but recorded it so that 
rather than 12 tens it becomes 12 hundreds.  The second and third examples have similar 
patterns.  The two problems in the bottom row do not follow this pattern.  It is difficult to 
decipher what this student was thinking.  Again, some individual attention seems to be 
needed. 
 
Student G.  This student has made the same mistake throughout.  When multiplying by tens, 
she forgot the zero placeholder in the second partial product.  This kind of mistake could 
effectively be evaluated in a whole class discussion of solutions. 
 
Student H.  All products are correct.  This student is writing all the partial products rather 
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than regrouping, which is fine.  This would be a helpful kind of solution to discuss with the 
whole class. 
Student I.  Both of this student’s mistakes relate to forgetting to regroup after multiplying.  
In 57 x 64, the 5 tens x 6 tens are correctly identified as 30 hundreds, but the regrouped 2 
was not added to it.   
 
Student J.  This student’s work is entirely correct and efficiently done.   
 
Student K.  This student has a basic grasp of the multiplication procedure, but is making 
small mistakes that create incorrect products.  In 28 x 59, he seems to have made a fact 
mistake (8 x 5 + 7 = 52, when it should have been 47) and seems to have written 2 x 9 as 81 
rather than 18.  In the last problem, he seems to have forgotten the regrouped 1 in the 
thousands place when adding the partial products. 
 
Student L.  This student needs some review work in multiplying tens by tens or hundreds.  
In 28 x 59, she multiplied 8 x 50 as 40 rather than 400, and in 34 x 102, she multiplied 30 x 
100 and got 300 rather than 3,000.  In 57 x 64 the partial product for 50 x 60 was left out.  
There is an interesting use of zeros by the digits in the problem to remind her of the value of 
the digits.   
 
There is evidence in this student work that some grouping of students would be helpful for 
helping students understand the mistakes they are making.  It is also possible that a whole 
group lesson could help deal with the mistakes and misunderstandings.  After the 
discussion, go to the next two slides for an example of how to use whole group instruction 
to highlight errors and increase understanding. 
 

 

 

(Slide 13) Whole Group Lessons  
While class discussions can help identify student needs, whole group lessons can also be 
important as a means to meet individual needs.  Whole group lessons provide common 
experiences and an opportunity for students to be exposed to a variety of thinking and 
strategies.  They provide a means of introducing new content that can then be continued in 
smaller groups, pairs, or individually, as needed.  
  
The ideas on this slide can help teachers use whole group lessons effectively for individual 
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students.  Emphasize the strategies listed:  think/pair/share, wait time, responses from 
several children, connections between children’s comments.  Also note the strategy of 
adjusting questions within a whole group discussion.  A teacher can successfully involve all 
children in a whole group discussion by directing the higher level questions to the students 
who can handle them and adjusting questions accordingly for students with greater needs.  
All students are answering important questions that require them to think but the questions 
are targeted towards the student’s ability or readiness level.   
Bloom’s levels would be an effective guide to the types of questions to ask.  Go to the next 
slide for an example of using a whole group lesson to meet student needs. 
 
(These ideas are from Dacey and Lynch, Math for All: Differentiating Instruction, Math 
Solutions Publications, 2007, and from Strategies for Differentiation, 
http://members.shaw.ca/priscillatheroux/differentiating.html) 
 

 

 

(Slide 14) Whole Group Lessons 
This slide gives participants an example of looking at samples of student work with the 
whole group, during which their students discuss which are correct and which are not and 
why. The teacher would choose sample responses selected to show correct solutions as well 
as work that shows the kinds of mistakes the class is making. Samples could come from this 
class or from work done by previous classes or could be created by the teacher. No child’s 
name should be attached to the work.   
 
This kind of activity would be a whole group error analysis, similar to that shown in 
Module 4.  It could also be turned into an individual or small group error analysis 
opportunity by having students work from copies of the samples rather than from work 
shown to the whole class. This is also an opportunity for students to see models of good and 
not-so-good solutions to help them self-assess their own work (as discussed in Module 4).  
 
To demonstrate this process, show sample responses from the multiplication assignment 
(from “Using Multiplication, Set A and B”) using an overhead projector or document 
camera.  Have participants play the role of students commenting on the correctness of each 
one and why each is correct or not – especially for those responses that are incorrect.  In this 
case the whole class is the group.  Direct participants to use think/pair/share to discuss with 

“Using 
Multiplication” 
Sets A and B: 
leader copy only 
– print copy for 
document 
camera or 
transparency for 
overhead 
projector 
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a partner whether the sample is done correctly or not, and if not, what the problem is.  Then 
have volunteers share and explain the mistakes, showing how it should have been done 
correctly.    
 
This kind of debriefing is an especially good use of whole group lessons after assessing 
certain kinds of student work.  Ask participants which kinds of student work might lend 
itself to this type of whole group lesson.  Make the point again that grouping for meeting 
student needs does not always have to be in small groups or pairs, the whole class can be 
effectively used as the “group” in certain cases.   
This discussion of mistakes could be followed by the task of solving similar problems, with 
the teacher meeting with a group of students whose work on the original task demonstrated 
the need for particular help (as defined by our observations and inferences from the samples 
examined earlier (slide 12). 
 
This kind of class discussion is also a good place to talk with students about their 
responsibilities for their own learning (the ideas presented in Module 4).  A part of this is 
understanding that listening when another student is sharing a strategy or observation is not 
passive but is an active activity in which the student’s brain must be engaged to hear what 
the student is saying and compare it to his/her own thinking.   
 

 

 

(Slide 15) Class Discussions  
Classroom discussions support student thinking and learning, but they also provide a forum 
for teachers to make assessments about children’s understandings and misconceptions, and 
for students to make self-assessments.  In the research done by the authors of Classroom 
Discussions: Using Math Talk to Help Students Learn, they found that, “Talk about 
mathematical concepts and procedures caused misconceptions to surface and helped the 
teachers recognize and address what students did and did not understand.” (p. xii)  The 
misunderstandings that are often left unspoken by students can be spotted by a teacher when 
they are revealed in a class discussion.   
 
One important ingredient is the safe and supportive classroom environment that allows 
students to speak honestly within “a respectful but engaged conversation in which students 
can clarify their own thinking and learn from others through talk.” (p. 5)  Another benefit 
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relates to self-assessment:  The authors assert that students more easily come to realize the 
insufficiency of their knowledge when asked to talk or write clearly about what they know 
related to a given concept.   
Point participants to the handout pages 1-2 which gives a short overview of important 
points related to class discussions and good questions. 
 

 

 

(Slide 16) Tools for Classroom Discussions  
These “tools” can aid a teacher who wants to learn about her students’ thinking through a 
class discussion as well as to promote their thinking and learning.   
Briefly discuss each of these tools: 
Revoicing:  The teacher tries to repeat some or all of what a child has said and asks the child 
to respond to verify whether or not the teacher has correctly restated the child’s 
contribution.  This tool helps teachers deal with the inevitable lack of clarity in many 
student contributions and involves the student in clarifying his/her own reasoning.  It also 
helps other student follow that student’s reasoning. 
 
Students restate another’s reasoning:  This tool gives the class another rendition of the first 
student’s contribution to the conversation and gives the class more time to process that 
contribution.   This provides a window not only into the first child’s thinking, but into the 
thinking of another child as well. 
 
Students share different strategies: There are many benefits from this “tool.” Students come 
to understand that all students’ thinking is valued. They have the opportunity to learn from 
each other, and the teacher can learn a lot about how different students are thinking.   
 
Apply reasoning to another’s reasoning:  After asking another child to agree or disagree 
with a previous thought, it is important to ask “why” the child agrees or disagrees.  It is the 
answer to “why” that helps the teacher know the depth of understanding the second child 
has. 
 
 
See more on the next slide. 
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(Slide 17) Tools for Classroom Discussions  
Continue the brief look at tools to facilitate quality classroom discussions with the ideas on 
this slide. 
 
Prompting further participation:  This gives the students another chance to weigh in on the 
discussion and provides the teacher a chance to see the thinking of several students. 
 
Prompting a response from all students: There are many ways to include all children in the 
discussion including the one on the slide.  Remind participants of the “math talk” from year 
one – fingers held up near the chest for each different way to solve a given problem, which 
would be followed by asking different children to share their strategies, beginning with a 
child who only has one finger held up.   
 
Using wait time:  Research is clear on the value of wait time, but it is hard for teachers to 
do.  We must not always call on the few children who always have their hand up first.  The 
class must learn that we are going to give everyone time to think about the question or idea 
before anyone will be called on.  Then when a child is called on, we must give that child 
time to process his/her thoughts and arrange them to make a statement.  Even we adults find 
it difficult to “speedily put together an answer to a complicated question about [our] own 
thinking,”* so we must give students the time to put together their answers and comments.  
It is only then that we will get glimpses of the thinking of our students who are not the first 
to want to participate in a discussion or to answer questions.  Wait time will be especially 
important to our ELL students who need extra time to process a language which is not their 
primary language, and almost certainly not the language in which they think.   
 
*Chapin, et al, Classroom Discussions: Using Math Talk to Help Students Learn, Math 
Solutions Publications, 2003, page 16  
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(Slide 18) Pre-Assessment of Learning Targets  
Pre-assessments (which may also be called pre-tests or diagnostic assessments) provide 
teachers with information about students’ prior knowledge, understandings, and skills 
related to an upcoming unit.  They are not broad in scope, but must be narrowly focused on 
the content that will be taught in the next unit.  This goes back to the ideas in Module 1 
about learning targets.   
The pre-assessment should reflect the learning targets for the unit.  Results of a pre-
assessment should highlight those students who 1) already know the content and may need 
just a quick review but not thorough instruction in that content, and 2) those who know very 
little or nothing about the content.  It should also identify the areas of the topic that will 
require more or less time for instruction to the class as a whole.  Pre-assessments can be 
very valuable tools for the initial planning for a unit.  Ongoing assessments during a unit 
will inform the daily planning for that unit.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 19) Pre-Assessment of Learning Targets   
A pre-assessment is any activity that allows the teacher to gather information about 
students’  knowledge and level of comfort or proficiency with the intended learning target.  
The activity can be individual recorded responses and explanations, but can also be 
discussion opportunities, group work, or interviews with individuals or groups.   
A pre-assessment helps look for “that zone for each student, that place between where 
things are too hard and out of reach, and too easy and potentially uninteresting or not 
challenging.” (teacher reflection quoted in Dacey and Lynch, p. 50)  This may be a 
somewhat different view of what you learn from a pre-assessment.  It goes beyond “do they 
have it?” to what level of support and/or challenge each student needs.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 20) Pre-Assessment of Learning Targets  
This slide gives three quick examples of how pre-assessment questions can (and need to) 
match learning targets.  Note that the question for grade 5 should include a direction to 
“Show how you know.”  Another question at a deeper level would include several steps to 
the solution; for example: “Lei leaves school at 3:20.  She went straight to a piano lesson, 
which took 13 minutes.  The lesson lasted for 45 minutes.  She left the lesson, walked for 10 
minutes toward the store, where it took her 12 minutes to buy a new notebook.  From there 
it took her 26 minutes to get home.  What time did she get home?”  Again, students should 
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show work and explain.  See the Creating Assessments page in the handout for ideas for the 
next slide. 

 

 

(Slide 21) Creating a Pre-Assessment 
Direct participants to gather in grade level groups to follow the directions on the slide.  
There can be more than one group for each grade level; just be sure that each participant has 
at least one grade level partner to work with.   
Before they begin, refer to discussion in earlier modules of the kinds of knowledge that 
students need to know/use, including factual, procedural, and conceptual knowledge.  Ask 
them to think about the kinds of knowledge students are likely to use to respond to their 
questions – and what kind of knowledge they want the children to gain from addressing this 
learning target.   
(For example, students might have some factual knowledge about the learning target but do 
not exhibit conceptual knowledge.  That information would inform how the learning target 
would be addressed.)   See example of pre-assessment in handout page 3.
 

 

 

 

(Slide 22) What Next? Making Plans  
Point participants to the scenario in the handout, pages 4-5, which is a story about a teacher 
changing her learning targets – and therefore her instructional plans – for the next few 
lessons.  Briefly share the story.  
 
Remind them of the scenario in the video in Module 1 where the teacher switched her plans 
in mid-lesson when she realized that the students did not have the geometry vocabulary to 
get the full benefit from the lesson she had planned.  Ask participants to think of a time this 
has happened to them.  (Do not take time to share at this point.)  Note that this is one reason 
why pre-assessments can be very beneficial as teachers start a new unit – but only if the 
information learned from the pre-assessment is used to inform further instruction.  
 
Look at the second bullet. Pre-assessments help teachers answer these questions related to 
the class and the individual students in it.  We have seen these questions throughout the 
modules. The learning target(s) represented by the pre-assessment are where the class is 
going.  The pre-assessment gives the teacher information about where the students are now.  
His/her job then is to decide how to close the gap between mastery of the learning target 
and the understanding/skills/proficiencies the students have presently. It may require 
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revising learning targets for some lessons, as in the scenario above.  As we have been 
discussing already, the path to closing that gap will not be the same for all students.  See the 
next slide. 
 

 

 

(Slide 23) What Next? Making Plans  
Note to participants that they will be focusing on a given portion of a pre-assessment that 
relates to the learning targets on the slide. 
Students can identify acute, obtuse, and right angles 
Students can compare and contrast polygons (discussing sides, vertices, and angles 
 
Give copies of the geometry pre-assessment to each table. (Again ask them to make notes in 
their journals rather than on these copies.) In table groups, have them identify common 
misconceptions and gaps in understanding. If time, share briefly as a whole group.  
 
Some possible observations: 
Gaps in understanding and correctly using the vocabulary of angles and polygons is evident 
on most papers.  Several students either mix up the names of the kinds of angles or don’t 
know them at all. Some are using vocabulary related to 3-D figures to describe 2-D figures.  
Some use the term “diamond” to refer to a rhombus.  
Most do identify sides and angles correctly, even if the vocabulary isn’t precise. 
Go to the next slide to discuss “what next.” 
 

Class sets of 
geometry pre-
assessment   

 

 

(Slide 24) What Next? Making Plans  
They should consider what whole group lessons they should plan, what interventions for 
specific students might be needed, and how to plan for any students who already show 
whole or partial mastery.  What kinds of differentiation are likely to be needed for these 
students? 
 
These are questions to think about as the teacher makes plans for what to do next with these 
children.  What a given teacher will decide to do may be different, but just as effective, as 
what another teacher will decide to do. The next several slides will delineate various kinds 
of instructional plans that might be made.   
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(Slide 25) What Next? Making Plans  
As we make plans based on the needs we’ve discovered through looking at students’ work, 
talking with them individually or in class discussions, or through pre-assessments, we must 
keep in mind that this quote defines our job – to challenge children appropriately based on 
where they are in the development of the concepts or skills we are working on.   
 
Vygotsky described this area of development as the “zone of proximal development” 
(ZPD), the range of tasks that are too difficult for the child to master alone but that can be 
learned with guidance and assistance of adults or more-skilled children – “between where 
things are too hard and out of reach, and too easy and potentially uninteresting or not 
challenging” as mentioned previously.   See the next slide for a visual reference for ZPD 
and refer participants to the handout which describes ZPD in more detail. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 26) Keep in Mind… Zone of Proximal Development   
This graphic illustrates the Zone of Proximal Development which must be the target of 
instruction for any given child if he/she is going to experience growth in learning.  The ZPD 
for each child may be different from the other students in the class; some may be quite 
different from the majority of the students.  One writer* quipped, “ZPD – You know me,” 
as a way to remember what this zone is about – knowing the child well enough to plan for 
the kinds of tasks that will appropriately challenge but not overly frustrate him/her.  
*Dr. Danny Brassell, Dare to Differentiate workshop, Staff Development for Educators, 
January 15, 2010 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 27) Differentiated Instruction  
Many of the strategies we have been talking about could fall under the heading of 
“Differentiated Instruction.”  Highlight the bold points on the slide.  Differentiated 
instruction is organized but flexible – planned but not rigid.   
Differentiation is not a program or formula, but is the result of a teacher’s mindset that each 
child is valuable and worthy of instruction from which he/she can learn, and takes many 
varied forms. It is proactive and purposeful with the goal of meeting students’ needs in 
order to achieve maximum growth as learners (not as performers on tests, but as learners!)  
Simply put, differentiated instruction is teaching with student differences in mind and 
means starting where the students are rather than using a “one-size-fits-all” approach to 
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instruction which presumes that all students in a given classroom are essentially alike.  
 
Make the following point: 
Carol Ann Tomlinson, who coined the phrase “Differentiated Instruction,” asserts that all 
instruction should be based on “best practices,” and that there is no point in differentiating 
instruction unless you’re beginning with instruction that ranks as best practice.   She says, 
"The starting point is what you need to do to challenge the highly able student. What you’re 
then doing is insuring that all kids get the best-practice instruction. Whenever you have 
teachers doing that, it reshapes how they teach all kids.“  
(Carol Ann Tomlinson quoted in Mary Ann Hess, Although Some Voice Doubts, Advocates 
Say Differentiated Instruction Can Raise the Bar for All Learners, Wisconsin Education 
Association Council website: http://www.weac.org/Home/Parents_Community/differ.aspx) 
Quote on slide is from 
http://www.prufrock.com/client/client_pages/GCT_Readers/Math/Ch._4/Tiered_Lessons_f
or_Gifted_Children.cfm 
 

 

 

(Slide 28) Differentiated Instruction  
While there is no recipe for differentiation, there are proven methods, including these on 
this quick list.  The choice of method will depend on the inferences made about what 
individual children or groups of children need.   
These are discussed more thoroughly in the differentiation overview in the handout, pages 
7-11.Our purpose here is not to teach about differentiation, but to see how to use some 
techniques of differentiation to meet the learning needs of students.  We will look at some 
of these methods (in particular, the first four) in the next slides.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 29) Scaffolding Learning  
Scaffolding is a process through which a teacher or more competent peer gives necessary 
support to a student in building mathematical concepts or skills, and tapers off that support 
as it becomes unnecessary, much as a scaffold is removed from a building during 
construction.   
As education expert Nancy Balaban puts it, "Scaffolding refers to the way the adult guides 
the child's learning via focused questions and positive interactions."*  Note the phrases 
“focused questions” and “positive interactions.”  Questions are focused to help students 
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think through a process, and the environment and the teacher/student interactions are 
positive ones in which children are free to think and try strategies and make mistakes that 
they can learn from.  
  
One important point to make here is that all children – including those that are gifted 
mathematically – should be given tasks that are challenging enough to require some 
support.  If no support is needed, the tasks may not be challenging enough.  The support can 
be group work, organizers, focused questions and/or adjusted tasks – a few of many 
possible strategies.   
*From: Balaban, Nancy. (1995) "Seeing the Child, Knowing the Person." In Ayers, W. "To 
Become a Teacher," Teachers College Press. (quoted in 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zone_of_proximal_development) 
 

 

 

(Slide 30) Scaffolding Learning  
Scaffolding learning puts the teacher in the role of a coach, helping all children reach their 
potential.  The teacher becomes “the guide on the side, not the sage on the stage.”  The 
teacher is a facilitator of learning, not a dispenser of knowledge.   
Scaffolding is not “funneling” the students responses toward a specific action or answer, but 
is leading students to think through the problem or task for themselves.  One analogy is the 
scaffolding painters use to paint a room.  Some need ladders and some need longer ladders 
in order to reach the top of the wall, but it is the painter (the student) not the ladder (the 
scaffolding) that is doing the work.  
 
This kind of scaffolding requires providing an environment in which the child is 
comfortable enough to take risks and the kind of questioning that helps students think about 
and understand the mathematics in the task, not just complete the task. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 31) Scaffolding Learning  
This slide lists a few kinds of scaffolds, including strategies and questions.  For children to 
be comfortable enough to reach beyond their level of comfort and understanding, the 
classroom environment must be one in which students feel free to take risks, try new 
strategies, and make mistakes and learn from them.   
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Points to make about these bullets: 
• Questions:  Questions that scaffold learning are not procedural questions but are 

questions that lead students to think and organize their thoughts toward 
understanding the task and finding a solution that makes sense to them. 

• Beyond level of comfort and understanding: Scaffolds give students the support to 
take the risk of attempting to solve a problem or do a task for which they do not 
immediately have a solution strategy.  A list of problem solving strategies would be 
a scaffold of this kind.  Focused questions can also help students go beyond their 
comfort level.   

• Strategies explicitly for working with new mathematical content and activities:  This 
kind of scaffolding might be, for example, the use of pattern blocks or drawings 
when a new idea about fractions is being presented.  

• Connections to prior knowledge: The KWL and KWHL strategies are ones that 
teachers probably know, but share them just in case:   

            KWL = Know, Want to Learn, Have Learned 
            KWHL:  adds H = How the child wants to learn 
 
Having students think about what they already know (have learned previously) that they can 
bring to bear on the new task, helps students connect new learning to prior knowledge and 
gives them a foundation from which to build the new understandings.   
The next slides give specific examples of ways to scaffold learning. 
 

 

 

(Slide 32) Scaffolding: Questions  
The next few slides show the use of focused questions to scaffold a child’s learning. Note 
that this is the use of questions not to do the thinking for the student or to lead him/her to a 
specific strategy or answer, but to provide support for the student’s own thinking processes.   
 
Direct participants to the handout of this conversation to see the child’s responses and the 
hoped for responses (handout, page 12). 
 
The scenario: A child in your class is having difficulty identifying fractional parts of a set.  
Questions can help scaffold his/her thinking.  Providing manipulatives to use may also be 
important scaffolding for this child.  If the child gives a different answer than dividing the 
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set into 3 groups, you would need to do more foundational work with fractional parts with 
this child and build the understanding of the meaning of halves, thirds, fourths, etc. and of 
the meaning of the numbers in the fraction notation.  If the child does answer “divide the set 
into 3 groups” and then circles 3 equal groups, the next slide shows next questions to ask. 
 
 
Points to make as you go through these slides: 
“In a dialogue, unsystematic, disorganized, and spontaneous concepts of a child are met 
with the more systematic, logical and rational concepts of the skilled helper.”  (from quote 
in notes to slide “Pre-Assessment for Learning Targets”)  This is the rationale for the kind 
of questioning that scaffolds the child’s thought processes as he/she attempts the task.  This 
is a different kind of questioning than the interview in which you are trying to find out what 
the child knows and can do.  This kind of questioning is designed to help the child think 
through a problem or process or to come to a greater understanding of some concept or 
skill.   
 
It is also imperative that this questioning process be done in a positive manner within a 
positive atmosphere so that the child’s brain can focus on the task and the learning and not 
on trying to feeling safe in the environment. 
 

 

 

(Slide 33) Scaffolding: Questions 
The child has circled 3 equal groups.  The teacher asks about the groups to find out if the 
child understands that the groups have to be equal; then asks a question to lead the child to 
take the next step of coloring two of the three groups.  
 
Notice that the teacher is not telling the child what to do next, but is asking the next 
question to lead the child to do the thinking – rather than asking questions that “funnel” the 
information and right answer to the child.  It is the child who must do the thinking if it is the 
child who is to do the learning.  The teacher must not do the thinking for the child.   
 
The next slide shows a possible misunderstanding the child may have.   
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(Slide 34) Scaffolding: Questions  
If the child responds by shading only 2 circles rather than 2 groups, the teacher provides an 
opportunity for the child to re-evaluate her response with the request to prove that the 
response does represent 2/3 of the set.  The conversation as recorded in the handout shows 
that the child recognizes her mistake and is able to correct it as shown on the next slide.  If 
she could not recognize her mistake, more questions may be called for – or other 
interventions may be necessary to build the missing foundation for fractional understanding.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 35) Scaffolding: Questions  
At this point, the child has understood her mistake and rectified it.  She seems to show a 
level of understanding of finding a fractional part of a set (at least of shading 2/3 of a set of 
6).   
 
The next question on this slide takes the child back to the underlying concept in this task 
and can confirm for the teacher whether or not the child actually understands the need for 3 
equal groups and that 2 of those groups must be shaded. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 36) Scaffolding: Questions  
The child has correctly responded to the task with the help of the scaffolding questions from 
the teacher, who then asks an extension question.  Since each group had 2 circles and she 
shaded 2 groups of 2, the total number of circles in 2/3 of the set is 4.   
 
This question is an extension of the original activity and provides scaffolding for the child’s 
understanding not only of dividing the set into given fractional parts (thirds in this example) 
and identifying  a given fraction of that set (2/3 in this case), it begins the thinking that will 
lead to multiplying a whole number by a fraction.    
You might not ask this question of all students, but some students would need this 
extension.  It would be a scaffolding question to ask the child who didn’t need the first 
questions, but is ready to think about the number in a fractional part of a set. 
 
The next slides show a variety of other scaffolding techniques. 
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(Slide 37) Scaffolding: Graphic Organizers  
Go through the next few slides quickly. Examples of each of these graphic organizers are in 
the handout, pages 12-13. 
  
A ready made chart with (or without) a word bank, filled in with vocabulary or left blank 
for the child to fill in, can be very helpful scaffolding for children, especially for those for 
whom organization is a challenge.  It leaves the child able to focus on the question, not on 
the organization of his/her ideas. The work bank helps children focus on the task, not on 
pulling the words from their memory.  Ask: Would a word bank have helped children with 
the triangle task* in module 3 to do a more complete job? 
 *(identifying how two triangles were alike and different using a Venn diagram)  
  
Other organizers are shown on the next slides.  These are only a few of many graphic 
organizers. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 38) Scaffolding: Graphic Organizers  
This is a structured graphic organizer that is designed to help the child work through the 
steps toward a solution of the problem. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 39) Scaffolding: Graphic Organizers  
This model is similar to the Singapore Math model for creating a visual representation of a 
problem.  It will be helpful for some, perhaps many, children to “see” the relationships in 
the problem in a more meaningful way.   
 
You may want to remind participants of the article by Randy Charles from year one which 
discussed this model for solving problems.   
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(Slide 40) Scaffolding: Graphic Organizers  
This is a less structured organizer that simply provides spaces for the child to place the 
answer and a specified work space. This organizer reminds the student of the question to be 
answered by providing the space for dimes and nickels at the bottom. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 41) Scaffolding: Vary Problem Structures   
The next few slides will show how presenting the same type of situation in different ways 
scaffolds students’ learning so that their conceptual models of (in this case) joining and 
separating are not limited to one type of problem or one form of solution.  Asking the 
questions “What do we know?” and “What are we trying to find out?” provides a scaffold 
that students can learn to use for themselves when they have a new problem or task to 
consider.  
 
In this part/part/whole problem, the two parts of the total trip distance are given and it is the 
total (whole) number of miles that is unknown, so the equation on the slide (a very familiar 
format) is an appropriate solution equation.  Go to the next slide for a variation on this 
problem type. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 42) Scaffolding: Vary Problem Structures  
In this part/part/whole situation, we know the distance traveled before lunch and the total 
(whole) distance, but not the second part of the trip (the change in the situation).  One of the 
parts is unknown rather than the whole or total being the unknown.  Students need to see 
equations written in this format to develop computational flexibility.   
 
It is also important that they become familiar with formats other than the former equation 
(120 + 180 = ?) so that they learn that the = sign does not mean “the answer is coming,” but 
means that the two sides must be equivalent (equal the same amount).  As students are 
exposed to varied problem structures, other kinds of scaffolding will be helpful and even 
necessary in building their understanding.  
 
Providing opportunities to use manipulative models, dramatizations, drawings, and peer 
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conversations to support their efforts with less familiar problem structures will reap huge 
benefits in student learning and understanding.  
 
 
 

 

 

(Slide 43) Scaffolding: Vary Problem Structures  
This format is the most difficult for children, so it is especially important that they 
experience problems like this one in which the initial amount is unknown.  What we are 
scaffolding by varying the problem structure is more than just how to solve an equation like 
this one, we are scaffolding the students’ understanding that problems can and will come in 
a variety of forms with different parts of the situation as the unknown – and that they can 
write equations and find solutions for all of these forms.   
 
Their flexibility as problem solvers will increase greatly from experiences with a variety of 
problem structures.   
Note: the numbers in these problems are fairly simple for 3

rd
-5

th
 grade students, but the 

types of problems can be applied to larger numbers, fractions, and decimals. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 44) Scaffolding: Vary Problem Structures  
These three problems model the three types of join or separate situations: result unknown, 
change unknown, and initial unknown.  Ask the question on the slide.  Hopefully 
participants will mention some of the things presented in the notes for the three previous 
slides.  It makes sense to present the result unknown situation first, but it is important to 
follow closely with the other types of problems so that students understand that these 
different types of problems exist, have a relationship to each other, and can be represented 
and solved.   
 
Presenting the initial unknown problems after some experience with the other two types 
provides support for students for whom this type of problem is the hardest to represent and 
understand.   
See the next slide for a another graphic organizer that can help students make sense of the 
problem. 
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(Slide 45) Scaffolding: Vary Problem Structures  
This graphic can be used for join, separate, and part-part-whole problems.  Any one of the 
three numbers can be missing.  Arrows can be added to show the direction of the change in 
the problem. Set 1 and Set 2 could be labeled “Addend.”  Children can add numbers or 
drawings to make the connection between the problem and this representation of it.  There 
are many ways that this skeleton graphic could be used.  Some participants will recognize it 
as a strategy used in their textbooks.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 46) Scaffolding: Vary Problem Difficulty   
In this type of problem, there are choices for the numbers which students may use. The 
teacher may choose the numbers for particular students to use, or she may ask students to 
choose the numbers from each set of three choices in the problem, telling them to “show me 
what you can do/know.”  
 
Students should be encouraged to choose numbers at or slightly beyond the level of 
difficulty with which they feel comfortable – numbers that are challenging enough, but not 
too challenging (i.e., within the individual’s Zone of Proximal Development). If the choice 
is totally left to the students, teachers will need to be aware of any who are choosing 
numbers that are too easy because they are too worried about getting the answer right 
instead of choosing an appropriate challenge.  In cases like that, the teacher will have to 
insist on a different choice.  
 
Ask the question about the conversations students might have around this type of task.  One 
possibility:  After working with problems like this, partners or small groups could discuss 
their solution strategies even if the numbers chosen were different.  Debriefing the problem 
– or  could even be done with the whole class as a way to see how the solution strategies are 
similar no matter which numbers are used. 
 
Note that this strategy could be used with many different types of problems, not just 
part/part/whole or join/separate kinds of problems. 
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(Slide 47) Scaffolding: Using Models   
While the use of models and representations is just good instruction, they also provide 
scaffolding for student understanding and learning.  Visual representations, whether 
manipulative objects or pictures, are a particularly important means of supporting student 
learning.  As students work with visual models, they create images that they carry with 
them mentally and have readily available for solving future problems.  
 

 

 

 

(Slide 48) Scaffolding Learning   
Make the important point again that all children – including those that are advanced or 
gifted mathematically – should be given tasks that are challenging enough to require some 
support.  If no support is needed, the tasks may not be challenging enough.  The support can 
be group work, organizers, or work with a partner.   
These children need work that involves further sense-making to develop their depth of 
thinking and not just more worksheets or busy work or drill of skills they already have.   
*From: Balaban, Nancy. (1995) "Seeing the Child, Knowing the Person." In Ayers, W. "To 
Become a Teacher," Teachers College Press. (quoted in 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zone_of_proximal_development) 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 49) Tiered Assignments  
Tiered assignments are an important tool for differentiating instruction to meet varying 
student needs. A teacher cannot create tiered assignments for every learning target – or 
perhaps even for most targets - but for some situations when two or three distinct groups 
emerge from formative assessment information, tiered assignments can be very effective in 
addressing a learning target in ways that give all students access to the concept. 
 
Make the following points (outlined on the slide): 

• Tiered activities are a series of tasks that are related to the same concept, but are of 
varying complexity based on what each group has shown that they know/don’t know 
or can do/can’t do.    

• All tiered activities relate to the understandings and skills that students need to 
acquire; i.e., the learning target is the same for all children.  It is the activities that 
are varied, based on what the teacher has learned from student work or other 
sources.   
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• The activities give students alternative ways of reaching the same goals with 
individual student needs taken into account.  A tiered lesson provides several 
pathways for arriving at an understanding of a concept or skill based on a student’s 
readiness (or interests or learning profile).  Looking at student work results more 
often in grouping for readiness, but grouping for interests or learning profile can 
also be very beneficial for students. 

• There are many sources for good tasks, including alternative tasks in textbooks.  
Teachers may have to improve tasks to make them richer or appropriate for 
particular student needs, but they do not often have to create these tasks “from 
scratch.”  
 

Be sure to note again that the groupings used for tiered assignments would not be static.  
New groupings for further instruction could change as the teacher gains more information 
about the students. 
Tiered assignments are one method used to differentiate instruction.  Remind participants of 
the differentiation section of the handout which includes a list of sources for more 
information and examples. 
 

 

 

(Slide 50) Process of Tiered Assignments 
Once the instructional needs have been identified and flexible groupings have been made, 
instructional plans must be made.  A chart like this one may be helpful in planning 
meaningful, challenging, helpful activities for each group.  The labels could be different 
depending on what the needs of the students are.   
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 51) Flexible Groups: Tiered Assignments  
These slides provide a quick look at tiered assignments.  We will look at a model of tiered 
assignments in module 6.  Do note that tiered assignments are not something that teachers 
can do every day, but can be very effective as a way to meet differing student needs for 
some learning targets. 
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(Slide 52) What Now? Student Choice  
Choice activities like anchors (or “anchoring activities”) provide children with meaningful 
activities to work on while the teacher is working with an individual or group (or at other 
times when a choice is appropriate). Students can work at different paces but always have 
productive work they can do.  
Anchors may  

• be a list of activities that a student can do to at any time when they have completed 
present assignments (Such activities are sometimes called sponges as they soak up 
extra time in meaningful ways) 

• relate to specific needs or enrichment opportunities, including problems to solve, 
critical thinking tasks and activities, or journals to write 

• be independent projects, or 
• be puzzles, games, or computer programs. 

 
Anchors should include activities that are appropriate for various levels of student 
readiness, various interests, and the different learning styles of the children in the class. 
Important:  Do not confuse these kinds of choice activities with busy-work. These activities 
must be worthy of a student’s time, focus on essential skills, and be appropriate to their 
learning needs.  
Learning Centers may be similar to Anchors but may include both choice and compulsory 
activities.   
-These ideas are from Carol Ann Tomlinson as discussed in Strategies for Differentiation, 
http://members.shaw.ca/priscillatheroux/differentiatingstrategies.html See 
www.enhancelearning.ca for other differentiation information. 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 53) What Now? Student Choice  
Show the samples of Think-Tac-Toes in the handout (pages15-17).  Think-Tac-Toes allow 
children to make choices from a grid of activities which are designed to meet different 
levels of readiness and/or learning style and/or interest.  The teacher can require one activity 
from each column or each row, depending on his/her goals.   
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(Slide 54) What Now? Student Choice  
The name RAFT comes from the format of the assignment choices: Role, Audience, 
Format, Topic. See the examples in the handout (pages18-19).  RAFTS are particularly 
helpful in giving children activity choices that can be based on learning preferences since 
products may include visuals of various kinds or a variety of kinds of written work.  They 
are not as easy to create for mathematics as for other subject areas, but they do have a place 
in a differentiated classroom.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 55) Interventions    
In specific cases, a student or a group of students are identified through formative 
assessment activities as being at such risk that interventions must be chosen and 
implemented to meet the identified need.  Districts have varied methods for identifying the 
at-risk students who need specific interventions.  Do not get into a prolonged discussion of 
this with participants.  This slide is just to acknowledge the various situations that 
participants deal with.   
 

 

 

 

(Slide 56) Intervention Process  
When a student or a group of students is identified as being at such risk that interventions 
must be implemented, it is important that teachers follow the process outlined on the slide.  
 
First, interventions must be based on data that tells what the child knows or does not know.  
Intervention may be filling in gaps in prior knowledge.  It is crucial that interventions start 
where the child is in his/her knowledge and/or understanding.   
 
Particularly point out the importance of consistently using the chosen strategies, regularly 
monitoring the student’s progress, and making adjustments to the intervention strategies as 
needed.   
 
See the next slide for more important points. 
Process outlined in Shores and Chester, Using RTI for School Improvement, Corwin Press, 
2009. 
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(Slide 57) Interventions  
Interventions have to deal with how we work with the students, not just with the content we 
are trying to teach.  Emphasize that interventions cannot be more of the same “just louder” 
because what has been done previously has obviously not worked for these students.  
Emphasize also that the interventions should come from best practices for instruction, not 
drill and practice which are completely ineffective until a skill or concept has been 
mastered.  See the next slide for more about this.  
 

 

 

 

(Slide 58) Instructional Intervention is…  
Briefly look at this list of what intervention may be.  Keep making the point that 
intervention that is effective in helping children learn will not be “more of the same, just 
louder” but will be geared to what the child’s needs are and how he/she learns.    
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 59) Instructional Intervention is…  
Briefly look at the modifications that may be done as an intervention for a student or group 
of students. 
 
See the next slide for what intervention is not. 
 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 60) Instructional Intervention is NOT…  
Some may say that these are interventions.  They are strategies that may help children 
perform at a higher level, be/feel more successful, improve attention and focus, overcome 
difficulties, or be held accountable for actions – but they are not instructional interventions. 
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(Slide 61) Interventions: Making the Time  
Brainstorm ways to find the time for specific intervention to fill gaps. 
If no one mentions the following possibilities, be sure that you do: 

• During math workshop or other choice time (Marilyn Burns menus, etc.) – just be 
sure that the child(ren) receiving the intervention also has some choice time 

• Station set up for individual needs during center time 
• Mini-lessons with a group 
• Grouping as for tiered assignments 

Have participants list ideas they would like to try in their journals 
 

 

 

 

(Slide 62) Meeting Student Needs: Reminders  
These points were made at the beginning of the module, but sum up nicely some of the 
main ideas of the module.  Briefly mention each point here.   
Points made earlier; use as needed at this point. 

• Keep the focus on concepts, emphasizing understanding and sense-making, not 
retention and regurgitation of fragmented facts.  

• Use ongoing assessments of readiness and interests, and pre-assess to find students 
needing more support and those who can leap forward. Then don’t assume all 
students need a certain task.  

• Make groupings flexible. Let students work alone sometimes and also in groups 
based on readiness, interests, or learning styles. Use whole-group instruction for 
introducing ideas, planning, or sharing results.  

• Teacher sees him/herself as a guide who helps students set goals based on readiness, 
interests, and learning profiles — and assess based on growth and goal attainment.  

From Mary Ann Hess, Differentiation Raises the Bar, WEAC  
 

 

 

 

(Slide 63) Meeting Student Needs: Reflections  
Have participants go back in their journals to the “3 Stars and a Wish” they wrote at the 
beginning of the module.  Ask them to share with the whole group any ideas they wrote 
then that haven’t been mentioned in the module.   
 
Then have them reflect on the ideas in the module and on the goal of meeting the individual 
needs of children in the context of the class as a whole.  They should write for 5 minutes in 
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their journal about any new goals they have set for themselves or any new ideas they want 
to try or any other reflections they have about the ideas in this module.  After 5 minutes, 
move on to the final slide to give the group their “homework.”   
 

 

 

(Slide 64) Putting Ideas into Practice  
Ask participants to choose at least one idea from this module to try in their classroom.  
They might think about the star and wish they made from the last slide.  They may choose 
to use some of the ideas about working with the whole class but still dealing with identified 
individual needs.  The choice is theirs.  The assignment is to bring a description of the idea 
they tried and an evaluation of it (including why they would choose to continue the practice 
or not) to share at the next session. 
 

 

 (Slides 65-68) Closing Slides 
 

 

 


